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For a given odd two-dimensional representation \ over Fp of the absolute Galois
group GE of a totally real field E which is unramified outside a finite set of places
S, Mazur defined a universal deformation ring RGS(\ ). By obstruction theory, the
group 2S(E, ad \ ) measures to what extent RGS(\ ) is determined by local relations.
Using devissage on ad \ , we give criteria for the vanishing of 2S(E, ad \ ) in terms
of vanishing of S-class groups, in terms of Iwasawa invariants, and in terms of
special values of p-adic L-functions. If S is the set of places above p and , the
condition 2S(E, ad \ )=0 implies that RGS(\ ) is free of dimension 2[E : Q]+1. In
this case, we obtain a reformulation of Vandiver’s conjecture and asymptotic
connections between Greenberg’s conjecture and the freeness of RGS(\ ). For larger
S, we relate the freeness of the universal deformation ring for minimal deformations
to the vanishing of a modified obstruction group 2S, Sp(E, ad \ ). Based on this, we
can calculate non-free rings RGS(\ ) for some explicit reducible \ coming from the
action of GQ on p-torsion points of elliptic curves.  1999 Academic Press
Key Words: Galois representations; deformation theory; Vandiver’s conjecture;
class groups; Iwasawa theory; L-functions, elliptic curves.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be an odd prime number. Let \ : Gal(E E)  GL2(Fp) be a fixed
odd continuous Galois representation, unramified outside a finite set S(E)
of primes of the number field E containing the set of archimedean places,
the set of places above p, and the set of places where \ ramifies. Then
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\ factors through GS(E)=Gal(ES E) where ES is the maximal extension of
E unramified outside S(E).
We study deformations of such representations \ and the universal
deformation ring RGS(\ ) attached to this problem, as defined in [16].
There are several reasons for being interested in RGS(\ ). First, RGS(\ )
parametrizes all deformations of \ to complete Noetherian Zp -algebras. Its
p-torsion free components parametrize all lifts to characteristic zero. Its
Krull dimension measures the wealth of deformations (for fixed S(E)). As
remarked by Mazur in [16], the Krull dimension of RGS(\ ) is related to
the Leopoldt conjecture for E. Finally, for E=Q, the universal deforma-
tion ring RGS(\ ) might be related to the Hecke algebra of p-adic modular
forms with residual representation \ [10, 28, 33].
It is a well-known propertybut not a thoroughly understood onethat
the structure of RGS(\ ) is intimately related to the GS(E)-cohomology of
the adjoint representation ad \ of \ . The dimension d=dimFpH
1(GS(E), ad \ )
is the minimal number of generators in a presentation of RGS(\ )=
Zp [[T1 , ..., Td ]]I. For a minimal presentation the ideal I of relations is
related by obstruction theory to H2(GS(E), ad \ ). One knows that
dimFp I(ImZp [[T1 , ..., Td ]])dimFp H
2(GS(E), ad \ ) (1)
so that I vanishes whenever H2(GS(E), ad \ )=0. If, moreover, \ is
irreducible, one conjectures that equality holds in (1).
The usual local-to-global methods allow us to divide the study of
H2(GS(E), ad \ ) into two parts: the study of the semi-local part
v # S(E) H2(Gal(E vEv), ad \ ), which can in principle be computed using
Tate local duality, and the study of the purely global part, the localization
kernel 2S(E, ad \ ) of the TatePoitou sequence, which can be considered
as the main difficulty of the deformation problem.
We say that the deformation problem is cohomology unobstructed (or
globally unobstructed ) if H2(GS(E), ad \ )=0 (or 2S(E, ad \ )=0, resp.).
We seek conditions under which either RGS(\ ) is free (namely, under which
the deformation problem is unobstructed), or I is completely controlled by
local equations (the deformation problem being globally unobstructed). In
a more general fashion, we seek to unravel the arithmetical information
contained in GS(E) that determines the ideal of the relations of a presenta-
tion of the universal deformation ring RGS(\ ).
It is easy to see that RGS(\ ) is free of relative dimension 2[E : Q]+1 if
and only if \ is cohomologically unobstructed. There are no examples
known, and maybe there aren’t any, where RGS(\ ) is free but of relative
dimension greater then 2[E : Q]+1 (it cannot be smaller), i.e., where at
the same time \ is not cohomologically unobstructed.
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Unobstructed deformations are not rare: Mazur has proved in [17] that,
for a given modular elliptic curve E over Q without complex multiplica-
tion, the set of primes p for which H2(GS(Q), ad \ )=0 has density 1. The
non obstruction can arise from:
The arithmetical properties of the field E: For example, if
H2(GS(E(+p)), Fp)=0 (which means that the maximal pro-p quotient of
GS(E(+p)) is free) then the problem is unobstructed. The cyclotomic case
(cf. Section 3.3), where E=Q and Q(+p) satisfies Vandiver’s conjecture, is
a subtler unobstructed deformation problem.
The arithmetical properties of the representation \ : Flach, for instance,
studies the representations \ : Gal(Q Q)  Aut(E[ p]) associated to the
p-torsion points of an elliptic curve E having good reduction at p. In
[8, Theorem 2], Flach gives a list of conditions that imply the unobstruc-
tedness of the deformation problem. These conditions include p5, the
surjectivity of \ , and an assumption on a special value of a HasseWeil
L-function.
In our paper, we propose disentangling the interaction between GS(E)
and \ by using the prime-to-adjoint principle introduced in [5] and
developed in [2]. It investigates the consequences of the condition that
ad \ and some localization kernel 2S(F, Fp) (where F is a certain splitting
field associated to \ ) do not share any irreducible components as
Fp[Gal(FE)]-modules (Section 3.1 and 3.2). Here we shall restrict our
analysis to Borel-type representations, i.e. representations for which Im \ is
contained in the set of upper triangular matrices, at least after conjugation.
Representations of Borel type appear naturally as representations on the
group of p-torsion points of elliptic curves having a rational p-torsion
point, or at least a rationally defined subgroup of order p of p-torsion
points. Such representations can also arise as mod p representations
associated to modular (cusp) forms [24].
In the Borel case, we shall see that prime-to-adjointness is directly
related to components of class groups (Section 3.2), to Iwasawa modules
(Section 3.4), and to p-adic L-functions (Section 3.5). As a consequence, we
shall be able to give a reformulation of Vandiver’s conjecture in terms of
the freeness of RGS(\ ) where E=Q (Section 3.3). For general totally real E,
we summarize in Theorem 3.4.6 the connections, which are generally of an
asymptotic type, between the freeness of rings RGS(\ ) and Greenberg’s
conjecture.
With some devissage hypotheses (which are verified for Q, see Section 3.3)
the prime-to-adjoint principle allows us to annihilate 2S(E, ad \ ) without too
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restrictive hypotheses on the arithmetical properties of E. We derive from
this in a systematic way new classes of (globally) unobstructed deforma-
tions. Based on a local to global principle from [1], we also describe some
unobstructed minimal deformation problems (a notion similar to that
introduced by Wiles [33]) and exhibit some explicit universal deformation
rings of Galois representations associated to elliptic curves. Finally, in
Section 5, we discuss a partial reciprocal, namely sufficient conditions
under which the (global) non-obstruction implies the prime-to-adjointness.
2. NOTATIONS
Let \ : Gal(E E)  GL2(Fp) be an odd Galois representation of Borel
type, i.e.,
Im \ /\V0
V
V+ and det \ (c)=&1,
for all complex conjugations c. By definition E is totally real. We shall also
assume that the centralizer of \ inside GL2(Fp) is the set of scalarsthis
is relevant for the representability of the deformation functor we shall
consider. In particular, Im \ is not abelian. Let S(E) be a finite set of places
of E containing the set S=S(E) of archimedean primes, the set
Sp=Sp(E) of places above p, and the set Ram(\ ) of places where \
ramifies. By L we denote the subfield of E fixed by ker \ . By definition one
has Gal(LE)$Im \ .
Let ES be the maximal extension of E unramified outside S(E). We
define GS(E)=Gal(ES E). In particular, \ and all deformations of it factor
through GS(E). When no confusion arises, we will write S for S(E) or S(L).
Let F be the subextension of L such that U=Gal(LF ) is the Sylow-p-
subgroup of Gal(LE). We shall assume throughout that F is a CM field.
We now fix a complex conjugation c. Then all complex conjugations will
behave like c under det(\ ). Let F =F(+p) and H =Gal(F E).
As the quotient H=Gal(FE) of Gal(LE) is of order prime to p, we
shall consider H as a subgroup of Gal(LE). Without loss of generality we
can assume that U is the set of matrices of the form ( 10
V
1), and H is the set
of all matrices of the form ( V0
0
V) inside Im \ .
The field ES is also the maximal extensions of F and L unramified out-
side S(F ) and S(L), respectively. Let GS(F )=Gal(ES F ) and GS(L)=
Gal(ESL). Let LS( p) be the maximal pro-p-extension of L unramified out-
side S(L) and PS(F )=Gal(LS( p)F ). The following diagram summarizes
our notation.
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For a field K, we denote by +p(K) (resp., +(K)) the set of pth roots of unity
in K (resp., the set of roots of unity in K of p-power order). The algebraic
closure of K is denoted by K , and GK=Gal(K K). The quotient of the
p-class group Cl(K) of K by the class of prime ideals corresponding to finite
places of S(K) is denoted by ClS(K). For v # S(K), Kv is the v-completion
of K.
For M a GS(E)-module, its Pontryagin dual is denoted by M*=
HomZp (M, QpZp), and for a morphism #: M  N between GS(E)-
modules, #* denotes the induced morphism from N* to M*. By M + (resp.,
M&) we will denote the submodule of elements of M on which the complex
conjugation c acts by +1 (resp., &1). For all integers i, M(i) is the module
M twisted i times by the cyclotomic character (also called the ‘‘Tate twist’’
of M).
Let H be the group of characters of H. Let | be the Teichmu ller character
of GS(E). For a character . # H , e. denotes the associated idempotent in
Zp[H], which exists because p is prime to the order of H. For a Zp[H]-
module M, we define M.=e.M. This is the largest submodule of M on which
H acts via the character .. Similarly, we define for V=[.1 , ..., .k]/H ,
MV=M.1 , ..., .k=
k
i=1
M.i .
We also denote by F.p (resp., Z
.
p ) the Fp[H]-module Fp (resp., the Zp[H]-
module Zp) with the action of H given by .. Let M.=MZp Z
.
p . The
above definitions imply M.&1$(M.)H as Zp -modules.
For any pro-p group P and any finite Fp[P]-module M, we define
hi (P, M)=dimFpH
i (P, M)
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and, for any integer n0, the partial EulerPoincare characteristic
/(n)(P, M)= :
n
i=0
(&1) i hi (P, M).
The global EulerPoincare characteristic (if finite) is /(P, M)=i=0 (&1)
i
_hi (G, M). It is multiplicative, i.e., /(Q, M)=[P : Q] /(P, M) for any
subgroup Q of finite index in P; cf. [27]. By ad \ (resp., ad0 \ ) we denote
the representation of GS(E) or of GE on M2(Fp) (resp., on the trace-zero
matrices in M2(Fp)), obtained by composing \ with the adjoint action of
GL2(Fp) on M2(Fp). Then ad \ $Fp ad0 \ .
We denote by C the category of complete Noetherian local Zp -algebras
with residue field Fp where the morphisms are morphisms of local rings
inducing the identity on residue fields. For R an object of C, we denote by
mR its maximal ideal.
We recall that a deformation of \ to an object R of C is an equivalence
class [\] of representations \: GS(E)  GL2(R) (unramified outside S)
such that for the canonical surjection ?: R  Fp the equality ? b \=\ holds.
Two representations \ and \$ are equivalent if there exists M # 12(R)=
ker(GL2(R)  GL2(Fp)) such that \=M\$M&1. Mazur’s deformation
functor is the functor Def from C to the category Set of sets defined by
Def(R)=[deformations [\] of \ to R].
Following Ramakrishna [23, Theorem 1.1], we know that the functor Def
is representable since M2(Fp)Im \ =Fp Id. We denote by RGS(\ ) the object
of C which represents this functor, and we call it the universal deformation
ring.
3. PRIME-TO-ADJOINT PRINCIPLE
We let \ be as in the previous section. From obstruction theory one
knows that the cohomology groups H i (GS(E), ad \ ), i=1, 2, are relevant
when one attempts a description of RGS(\ ). We seek to relate those
cohomology groups to H i (GS(F ), Fp), i=1, 2. Boston’s prime-to-adjoint
principle [5] is a precise link between these cohomology groups for i=1.
In [1] this principle is generalized to the case i=2. We now recall the
prime-to-adjoint principle.
We fix lifts l1 , l2 of H to GL2(Zp) and to Gal(LS( p)E), respectively. By
the profinite version of the theorem of SchurZassenhaus these liftings
exist. Indeed, PS(F ) and 12(Zp) are finitely generated pro-p groups. Using
the morphisms H  GL2(Zp)  GL2(R), H acts canonically via conjuga-
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tion on GL2(R) for all R # C. Similarly, it acts via conjugation on the
normal subgroup PS(F ) of Gal(LS( p)E).
Since H is Abelian of exponent dividing p&1, all the Fp[H]-modules
are semi-simple and can be decomposed into sums of irreducible Fp[H]-
modules of dimension 1. We denote by /1 , /2 the diagonal characters
which appear in
\ =\/10
V
/2+ .
Whence
\ | Ht\/10
0
/2+ ,
and the irreducible components of ad \ , restricted to H, are Fp , Fp , F
 &1
p ,
where =/&11 /2 . We remark that  is odd since det \ =/1/2 is odd.
We set V=[triv, , &1], and we say that a GS(E)-module M is prime-
to-adjoint if and only if its eigenspaces M.=0 for all . # V, that is, if
MV=0.
3.1. Prime-to-Adjoint Principle
We follow the strategy of Section 2 of [3]. We compare the deformation
functor with a (simpler) functor, namely a modified functor of equivariant
homomorphisms. The latter description shows more clearly the constraints
on deformations imposed by the action of H on PS(F ) and GL2(R). We fix
an element x1 of PS(F ) such that \ (x1)=( 10
1
1). Hence \ (x1) is a generator
of U. By [2] the deformation functor Def is equivalent to the functor DS
from C to Sets, defined by
DS(R)={: # HomH(PS(F ), 1 2(R)), :(x1)=\10
1
1+ , :=\ | PS (F ) mod mR= ,
where 1 2(R) denotes the subgroup of GL2(R) generated by 12(R) and the
matrices ( 10
r
1) for r # R. Explicitly, the map DS(R)  Def(R) can be given
as follows. Any g # Gal(LS( p)E) can be written uniquely as g=l2(h)x with
h # H and x # PS(F ). For : # DS(R) we define \~ : Gal(LS( p)E)  GL2(R)
by \~ (g)=l1(h) :(x). By \ we denote the composition of \~ with the map
GS(E)  Gal(LS(P)E). Then DS(R)  Def(R) is the map that sends : to
the equivalence class [\].
We now explain the prime-to-adjoint principle which was expressed in
[1, Prop. 8.2] for the tame case, but which can be adapted to the Borel
case. To apply it to the deformation functor, it is indeed necessary to
replace Def with the modified Hom-functor DS . Let 12 be any finitely
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generated pro-p-group with an H-action and with a filtration such that all
subquotients are elementary p-Abelian H-modules. We assume that all such
subquotients M satisfy M.=0 for .  V. This property is independent of
the chosen filtration.
Let 6 be a finitely presented pro-p-group with an H-action, which
admits an H-equivariant presentation
1  R  F  6  1,
where F is a free pro-p-group. By a sequence of modifications, cf. [1, 8],
one can find a subgroup R$ inside F, which is invariant under the H-action,
such that 6$=FR$ satisfies
HomH(6, 12)$HomH(6$, 12)
and H i (6$, Fp)*$(H i (6, Fp)*)V for i=1, 2 [1, Corollary 8.3]. Further-
more, the construction of 6$ is independent of 12 ; it only depends on V.
By [5, Section 2], the pro-p-group PS(F ) admits an H-equivariant
presentation
1  R  F  PS(F )  1
where F is a free pro-p group whose rank equals h1(PS(F ), Fp) and where
R is generated by h2(PS(F ), Fp) elements. We set 6=PS(F ) and 12=
12(R), of which one can check that it has the required properties, and so
DS is a subfunctor of HomH(6, 12)this is the reason for replacing Def
by DS .
The prime-to-adjoint principle is the idea that the relevant information of
GS(E) that determines RGS(\ ) is ‘‘contained’’ in H
i (6$, Fp)*$(H i (6, Fp)*)V
for i=1, 2. Thus the prime-to-adjoint principle is relevant not only for
controlling the generators, but also the relations (without controlling the
relations it was already used and stated in [5]). In essence it says that one
can erase all generators and all relations corresponding to elements in
(H i (6$, Fp)*). (i=1, 2, resp.), whenever .  V. The fact that DS is really
a subfunctor of HomH(6, 12) is merely a minor technicality. To analyze
DS(R) using the H-action, it suffices to consider those relation(s) in a
presentation of PS(F ) that come from H 2(PS(F), Fp)V . In Section 4 we use
cohomological methods to further develop this idea. In this section we
focus on the direct interpretation of H 2(PS(F ), Fp)V .
Remark 3.1.1. For the above result, we used the description of Def as
a modified Hom-functor. Such an interpretation is not known in the full
case, i.e., when SL2(Fp)/Im \ . Hence our methods do not directly
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generalize to such cases. However, the prime-to-adjoint principle as stated
in [5] or [2] is still applicable.
3.2. Arithmetic Interpretation of the Prime-to-Adjoint Condition
We recall that PS(F )=Gal(LS( p)F ) and V=[triv, , &1]. We now
seek to describe H2(PS , Fp)V . We have H 2(PS(F ), Fp)$H 2(GS(F ), Fp)
where the isomorphism is compatible with the H action. This follows by
applying the HochschildSerre spectral sequence to
1  Gal(ES LS( p))  GS(F )  PS(F )  1,
upon observing that H i (Gal(ESLS( p)), Fp)=0 for all i>0, because
Gal(ESLS( p)) has no finite p-group quotients, by its very definition, and
its cohomology can be computed as the direct limit of the cohomologies of
all finite quotients. Hence we may write the PoitouTate exact sequence of
Fp[H]-modules:
0  2S(F, Fp)  H
2(PS(F ), Fp)
 
v # S(F )
H2(GFv , Fp)  H
0(GS(F ), Fp*(1))*  0.
The two right-most terms are easy to calculate, only 2S(F, Fp) is
mysterious. Provided that 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint (for the definition
see Section 3.1), we can easily describe H 2(PS(F ), Fp)V . In that case we
only need to consider the relations coming from local relations.
We shall look for arithmetical conditions under which
2S(F, Fp).=(
2
S(F, Fp)
.&1)H=0, . # V.
PropositionDefinition 3.2.1. The prime-to-adjoint condition is defined
as one of the following equivalent properties:
(i) 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint, that is, 
2
S(F, Fp)V=0.
(ii) 2S(F, F
.
p )
H=0, . # V.
(iii) 2S(E, F
.
p )=0, . # V.
Proof. Since F trivializes the action of , (i) and (ii) are obviously
equivalent. To descend to E, we note that 2S(K, M)
2$2S(E, M) for any
finite Galois extension K of E such that p does not divide the order of
2=Gal(KE). We can apply this to F and H=Gal(FE). K
That the 2S(E, Fp)
., . # V, are the relevant obstruction groups can
also be seen by observing that the JordanHo lder decomposition factors of
ad \ are the three modules F.p , . # V.
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Remark 3.2.2. If =|i then the condition 2S(E, F
|i
p )=
2
S(E, Fp(i))
=0 is implied by the so-called ( p, i)-regularity of E (cf. [13, p. 54]), that
is, H2(GS(E), Fp(i))=0.
Using class field theory, we now discuss the prime-to-adjoint condition.
We can apply the proof of PropositionDefinition 3.2.1 to F and H , defined
near the beginning of Section 2. Here the characters of V are considered as
characters on H also. Then the prime-to-adjoint condition is equivalent to
2S(F , F
.
p )
H =0, . # V.
Since Fp=+|
&1
p , by global PoitouTate duality we have
2S(F , Fp)=
1
S(F , +p)*,
where
0  1S(F , +p)  H
1(GS(F ), +p)  
v # S(F )
H1(GF v , +p),
with GS(F )=Gal(ES F ). Recall that by definition +p /F . Since the action
of GS(F ) on +p is trivial, by class field theory and Kummer theory we
obtain
1S(F , +p)=Hom(ClS(F ), +p)=Hom(ClS(F ), Fp)(1).
Hence
2S(F , Fp)=Hom(ClS(F ), Fp)(1)*=(ClS(F )( p))
|&1.
Thus
2S(F , F
.
p )=(ClS(F )( p))
|&1 .&1.
Moreover, as ClS(F ) is a p-group, we obtain
Theorem 3.2.3. Let V=[triv, , &1], then 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-
adjoint if and only if ClS(F(+p))|V=0.
Remark 3.2.4. Skinner and Wiles use stronger conditions on the class
groups in order to obtain that some ordinary Borel-type Galois representa-
tions are modular, cf. [28]. Their conditions on the vanishing of odd parts
of the class group imply by ‘‘Spiegelung’’ the vanishing of certain even parts
of the class group, too.
Remark 3.2.5. The three conditions for the characters in V on 2S(F, Fp)
to be prime-to-adjoint are not of the same nature and will not be treated
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by the same methods; see Section 3.4 below. Proposition 3.2.1 admits a
more ‘‘economical’’ formulation, thanks to
Lemma 3.2.6. For all . # H , one has
e.(ClS(F ))$e.(ClS(E(.)))
where E(.) is the fixed field by ker ..
Proof. This is well known. Similar results were discussed in [29,
Remark II.1 and Proposition II.1]. K
Example 3.2.7. Let F=Q(‘p , - d ), (‘p is a primitive p-root of unity
and d is a positive square free integer) and E=Q. The (even) quadratic
character associated to - d is denoted by /. Let p=3 and =|/. Using
Lemma 3.2.6 the prime-to-adjoint condition is satisfied if
ClS(Q(- &3))|=0, ClS(Q(- d ))/=ClS(Q(- d ))=0.
The first condition is satisfied since the ring of integers of Q(- &3) is
principal. If S=Sp _ S and p=3 is inert, then
ClS(Q(- d ))=Cl(Q(- d )).
Using tables of class numbers of quadratic fields or a package like ‘‘pari,’’
one can easily construct many examples with a prime-to-adjoint 2S(F, Fp).
3.3. Prime-to-Adjoint Condition and Vandiver’s Conjecture
We now specialize to the situation E=Q and F=Q(‘p), where we
formulate a link between the prime-to-adjoint condition and Vandiver’s
conjecture. Later we develop an analogous link for more general fields,
Vandiver’s conjecture being replaced by Greenberg’s conjecture.
Let \ : Gal(Q Q)  GL2(Fp) be a continuous odd representation of Borel
type unramified outside S(Q)=[ p, ] with det \ =|. Such representa-
tions appear in the study of elliptic curves, cf. [26, Section 5.5]. Since
S(Q)=[ p, ], the representation \ is only ramified in p. Whence the
diagonal characters of \ are |i and | j with i+ j#1 mod p&1.
Proposition 3.3.1. In the Borel case, if the centralizer in GL2(Fp) of
Im \ is the set of homotheties, if F=Q(‘p) and if Vandiver’s conjecture holds
(this is the case for p<1+4 } 106), then
RGS(\ )=Zp[[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]].
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Proof. By Theorem 3.2.3, the prime-to-adjoint condition of 2S(F, Fp)
is equivalent to
ClS(F )|=0, ClS(F)|2 j=0, ClS(F )| 2&2 j=0
Here ClS(F )=Cl(F ). The last two conditions follow from Vandiver’s
conjecture which we assume to hold. The field E=Q is ( p, 0)-regular, and
so by Remark 3.1, the first condition holds. For . # [triv, , &1], by
considering the PoitouTate sequence
0  H2(GS(F ), Fp).  H2(GF p , Fp).  (H
0(GS(F ), +p)*).  0
it follows that H2(GS(F ), Fp).=0. By devissage and by the long exact
sequence of cohomology and easily finds H2(GS(Q), ad \ )=0. The defor-
mation problem is thus unobstructed, and the proposition follows from
[16]. K
If p is an irregular prime, the above proposition provides an example of
an unobstructed deformation problem for which 2S(F, Fp){0.
Remark 3.3.2. In [18, Prop. 7.5.2], it was only shown that the universal
deformation ring of \ : Gal(QS Q)  GL2(Fp) admits a presentation
RGS(\ )=Zp [[Y1 , Y2 , Y3]]I,
with I#(0) mod Y3 if Vandiver’s conjecture holds for p and I=(0) if p is
a regular prime.
Remark 3.3.3. The hypotheses of Proposition 3.3.1 are unnecessarily
restrictive. The following two parts of Vandiver’s conjecture are sufficient:
ClS(F )| 2 j=0, ClS(F )|2&2 j=0.
Using K-theory, Kurihara has shown Vandiver’s conjecture for the
|p&3-component; cf. [15].
Remark 3.3.4. In order to prove that Cl(Q(+p))| is zero, one usually
applies Stickelberger’s theorem, cf. [31, Thmeorem 6.16]. We used the co-
homological argument of the ( p, 0)-regularity of Q, anticipating generaliza-
tions to a broader context in the following subsections.
We have the following converse to the above result.
Corollary 3.3.5. Vandiver’s conjecture holds if and only if for all Borel
representations
\ : Gal(QSQ)  GL2(Fp) with S=[ p, ] and \ =\|
i
0
V
| j + ,
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where i+j#1 mod p&1 and V is not identically zero, the universal deforma-
tion ring RGS(\ ) is isomorphic to Zp[[T1 , T2 , T3]]; i.e., all such \ are
cohomologically unobstructed.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3.1, it suffices to show that if RGS(\ )=
Zp[[T1 , T2 , T3]] for all representations \ as above, then Vandiver’s con-
jecture holds. By [16], this is equivalent to proving Vandiver’s conjecture,
assuming that H2(GS(E), ad \ )=0 for all \ as above.
From the long exact sequence of cohomology applied to the surjection
ad \  Fp , it follows that H
2(GS(E), Fp )=0 where =|
j&i=|2 j&1,
hence 2S(Q, F

p )=0. Let F=Q(‘p) and H=Gal(FQ). From the Poitou
Tate sequence together with Theorem 3.2.3 and Cl(F)=ClS(F ), this implies
Cl(F )|2 j=0.
The only thing left to do, is to construct a Borel-type representation for
each even integer 2 j in the interval [2, p&1] as above, where the (1, 2)-
entry V is non-trivial, and such that \ is unramified outside [ p, ]. To
construct such a \ , we merely need to show that P S(F)=PS(F )
[PS(F ), PS(F )] PS(F ) p satisfies (P S(F )) {0.
Recall that by [7, Proposition 3.2], in our situation P S(F )=~k odd F|
k
p
Fp2S(F, Fp)*. Hence, for each given j, there is an odd k such that
k= j&i=2 j&1. We construct \ from this component of P S(F ). By the
above we know that for all even integers in [2, p&1] the corresponding
component of Cl(F )[ p] is trivial, whence Vandiver’s conjecture follows. K
Similarly, one can prove the following result where we consider residual
representations that are of Borel type and ordinary at p in the sense of [16].
Corollary 3.3.6. Vandiver’s conjecture holds if and only if for all Borel
representations
\ : Gal(QSQ)  GL2(Fp) with S=[ p, ] and \ =\10
V
| j+ ,
where j is odd and V is not identically zero, the universal deformation ring is
isomorphic to Zp[[T1 , T2 , T3 ]].
If the universal deformation ring for ordinary deformations of \ with fixed
determinant is isomorphic to Zp , and if | j{|, then Cl(Q(‘p))| j+1=0.
The proof of the first part is analogous to that of Corollary 3.3.5. The
second part follows from [17, Main Prop.] and [2, Section 9].
Remark 3.3.7 If | j=| in Corollary 3.3.6 it should not be expected
that the universal ordinary ring with a fixed determinant will be isomorphic
to Zp ; see [1].
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It would be nice if one could relate the above to the theory of modular
forms in a way similar to that used in the proof of Fermat’s last theorem
[33]. However, for reducible Galois representations there do not seem to
be any conjectures about their being related to modular forms. Unlike the
absolutely irreducible case, given a residual representation \ it seems
unclear how one can guess the prime-to-p level of a modular form whose
associated mod p representation gives rise to \ . Also, if any minimal prime-
to-p level is non-trivial but \ is unramified outside p, the corresponding
universal deformation ring would not be the one above. Thus it is not clear
how in such a situation one should be able to interpret the above universal
ring as some Hecke algebra of modular forms.
In [24], Ribet constructs modular forms for representations similar to
the \ above, under the assumption that an odd part of the class group of
Q(‘p) is non-trivial. Thus if one takes Ribet’s \ , and if one could establish,
via a correspondence between Hecke algebras and universal deformation
rings of ordinary deformations with fixed determinant, that the correspond-
ing universal ring is Zp , then this would imply that Vandiver’s conjecture
holds for |1&i whenever Cl(Q(‘p))| i=0, for i odd. For progress toward
such a correspondence, see [28].
3.4. Iwasawa-Theoretic Interpretation of the Prime-to-Adjoint Condition
Here we generalize the previous discussion about Vandiver’s conjecture.
We recall that GS(F )=Gal(ES F ) and V=[triv, , &1]. We want to
discuss the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.3,
ClS(F(+p))|V=0,
in terms of Iwasawa modules, in order to obtain precise criteria for the
prime-to-adjointness of 2S(F, Fp) in terms of p-adic L-functions. It is well
known that the Main Conjecture of Iwasawa Theory allows us to deal with
the even part of 2S(F, Fp) (which is related to the odd part of the class
group). The odd part of 2S(F, Fp) (the even part of the class group) is
usually expressed in terms of indices of cyclotomic units or universal norms
(cf. [14]), which are much more difficult to treat. To avoid this difficulty
we introduce a condition on certain Iwasawa modules which implies the
prime-to-adjoint condition (Proposition 3.4.3). For this we formulate an
assumption of non-decomposition:
There is a place v of F above p for which +p (F )$+p  (Fv). (V)
For M a GS(E)-module, M[ p] denotes the submodule of elements
annihilated by p.
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Lemma 3.4.1. Assume (V); then the natural morphism
2S(F, Zp)( p)  
2
S(F, Fp)
is surjective.
Proof. The exactness of
0  +p  +p w
p +p  0
gives the two horizontal short exact sequences from long exact cohomology
sequences in the following diagram:
0 1S(F, +p) 
1
S(F, + )[ p]
H0(GS(F ), +p )( p) /ww H 1(GS(F ), +p) ww H1(GS(F ), +p )[ p]

v # S
H0(GFv , +p)( p) /ww 
v # S
H1(GFv , +p) ww 
v # S
H1(GFv , +p)[ p]
The middle and right vertical sequences come from the definition of 1S .
The injectivity of the left vertical map follows from (V). Hence the induced
map
1S(F, +p) / 
1
S(F, +p)[ p]
is injective. Taking the Pontryagin duals, one obtains the lemma. K
We deduce a sufficient condition under which 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-
adjoint:
\. # V, 2S(F, Zp).=0.
We can discuss this condition in terms of Iwasawa modules. Let us recall
some standard notation in Iwasawa theory. Let F= Fn (resp., F =
F(+p)) be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of F (resp., of F ), G=Gal(F F),
2=Gal(F F)$Gal(F  F) and 1=Gal(F F ). Let X$=X$(F ) be the
Galois group over F  of the maximal Abelian pro-p extension of F  that
is unramified and completely split at all finite places of S (hence X$
depends on S), and similarly let X(F ) be that of the maximal abelian
unramified pro-p extension of F  . Analogously, one defines X$(K), X(K)
for any number field K and not just for F . The following is a consequence
of Tate’s Lemma for QpZp(m), m{1; cf. [14] or [25, Section 6, Lemma 1].
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Lemma 3.4.2. For m{1,
2S(F, Zp(m))$(X$(m&1))G
Lemma 3.4.3. For all m{1, . # H, we have
2S(F, Zp(m)).=0  X$|1&m.=0.
In particular, the condition (V) and X$|V=0 together imply that 2S(F, Fp)
is prime-to-adjoint.
Conversely, if 2S(Fn , Fp) is prime-to-adjoint for all sufficiently large n,
then X$|V=0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4.2 and Nakayama’s Lemma,
2S(F, Zp(m)).=0  ((X$(m&1))G ).( p)=0.
Since p does not divide the order of H and Gal(F E) is Abelian,
((X$(m&1)G).)( p)$(((X$( p))
| m&1)1_2). $((X$|
m&1
)2.)1 ( p).
The latter is isomorphic to ((X$|m&1.&1)H )1 ( p)$(X$| 1&m .)1( p), since . is
trivial on GF . Again by Nakayama’s Lemma we conclude that
2S(F, Zp(m)).=0  X$|1&m.=0.
This finishes the proof of the first part of the lemma. The other parts are
rather straightforward, using Lemma 3.4.1 for the second part and the
simple observation that ClS(F n)|V=0 for all n implies that X$|V=0 for
the last part. K
In order to explain in what sense the above results are generalizations of
the relation between Vandiver’s conjecture and the freeness of certain
universal deformation rings, we assume S=Sp _ S and we recall two
more lemmas.
For F = F n , we denote
Cap(F )=ker(ClS(F m)   ClS(F n))
for m>>0 (for the stabilization of this kernel see [12]). We recall the
arithmetic interpretation of the condition X$|=0 given by Fleckinger and
Nguyen Quang Do in [FlNg, Proposition 3.10].
Lemma 3.4.4. The following properties are equivalent:
(i) X$|.=(0).
(ii) (Cap(F ))|.=(0) and *$|.=+$|.=0 where *$|. , +$|. are the
Iwasawa invariants associated to the 4-torsion module X$|. .
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These equivalent properties imply that, for all n1, all cyclic p-extensions
F $n F n that are unramified and completely split at all the places above p, and
for which H acts on Gal(F$n F n) by .&1, are contained in a Zp -extension
of F n .
As in [31, Prop. 13.22], one can show the following.
Lemma 3.4.5. Let K be a number field with a unique prime p above p
such that this prime is totally ramified in K K. Then X(K)1=Cl(K) and
X$(K)1=ClSp (K), and so in particular X$(K)|.=0 if and only if ClSp (K)|.=0.
Thus Vandiver’s conjecture is equivalent to the vanishing of X$(Q(‘p)+)
or equivalently, to the vanishing of X(Q(‘p)+). A natural generalization
of this is Greenberg’s conjecture that predicts that X(K) is finite for any
totally real field K. However, there may be some torsion in X(K). Such
torsion is not necessarily visible on the level of K, by which we mean that
one might well have ClSp (K)=0 and X$(K){0. Only, if the latter condi-
tion holds all along the cyclotomic Zp -tower, one must have X$(K)=0.
Even worse, in general X$(K)=0 doesn’t even imply that ClSp (K)=0. The
relation between Cl(K)=0 and X(K)=0 is similar.
Assuming Leopoldt’s conjecture for all Kn , one also knows that the
finiteness of X$(K) is equivalent to that of X(K). Furthermore, for abelian
fields K it is known that the +-invariant is zero and that Leopoldt’s conjec-
ture holds. Concerning the ( p, 0)-regularity of a totally real field E, it is
known that it implies the ( p, 0)-regularity for all fields En in the cyclotomic
tower provided that none of the local field Ev , v # Sp , contains p th roots
of unity; see [19]. Finally, if the capitulation is trivial, then X$(K) contains
no finite subgroups.
We call a representation \ *: GS(E)  GL2(Fp) a dual of \ if
\ *t\/20
V
/1+
and V is non-trivial. Such a dual always exists (see the proof of
Corollary 3.3.5); it may however not be unique. If \ arises from a cusp
form f, then there is a naturally defined dual obtained by choosing a
suitable sublattice inside the associated p-adic representation of f. If one
generalizes the proof of Corollary 3.3.5 to arbitrary totally real fields E, and
takes Example 4.1.4 into account, we can summarize the above discussion
in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.6. Let S=Sp _ S . Assume that \ : GS(E)  GL2(Fp) is
of Borel type, M2(Fp)Im \ =Fp , and that F is a CM field. Then one has the
following implications:
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(i) If \ and any dual representation \ * are cohomologically
unobstructed, then 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint. Similarly, if \ |GS (En ) and
any dual are cohomologically unobstructed, then 2S(Fn , Fp) is prime-to-
adjoint.
(ii) 2S(Fn , Fp) is prime-to-adjoint for all sufficiently large
n  X$|V=0.
(iii) Here we assume that +p(E&)=[1] for all & # S, and that for each
s # [\1] there is at most one & # S such that p | *\ (GE& ) and  |GE&=|
s
|GE&
;
if such a & exists, then we require that | |GE& and | |GS (E) have the same order.
Under these conditions, if 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint, then \ and any dual
are cohomologically unobstructed. Moreover, under the same conditions, if
2S(Fn , Fp) is prime-to-adjoint for sufficiently large n, then \ |GS (En ) and any
dual of it are cohomologically unobstructed for all sufficiently large n. (The
above condition remains unchanged if we replace E by En .)
(iv). Assuming that F has trivial capitulation (at least for the |\1
components), the following holds. Greenberg’s conjecture for the |\1 com-
ponents of X(F ) and the condition that E is ( p, 0)-regular imply that
2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint. The same holds for the fields Fn , n>>0, if the
fields En are ( p, 0)-regular for sufficiently large n. For the statement in the
limit, the converse is true, too, provided one assumes Leopoldt’s conjecture
for the fields F n .
Under more restrictive hypothesis, e.g., if F is abelian or if the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.4.5 are satisfied, one can draw further conclusions,
which we leave up to the reader.
3.5. Links with p-adic L-Functions
We interpret the sufficient conditions of Proposition 3.4.3 in terms of
p-adic L-functions. As seen in the cyclotomic case (Remark 3.3.3), the
prime-to-adjoint condition relies on the assumption that 2S(F, Fp).=0
for .=, &1,  an odd character, and 2S(F, Fp)triv=0 for the even
character triv. At the basis of such an interpretation are the results of Wiles
in [32], relating p-adic L-functions to characteristic polynomials of
Iwasawa modules. The explicit results we need are taken from [14] and [20].
First we consider the case of odd characters. Since E is totally real, we
can express the conditions X$|=X$|&1=0 in terms of p-adic L-functions.
Let R/m be the Soule p-adic regulator, that is, the order of the cokernel of
the homomorphism of localization
R/m=* \Coker \ H
1(GS(F ), Zp(m))/
torZp H
1(GS(F ), Zp(m))
 
v # S
H1(GFv , Zp(m))/
torZp H
1(GFv , Zp(m))/++ .
Let w/m(Fv)=*H
0(GFv , Qp Zp(m))/ . We recall [14, Theorem 4.3].
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Theorem 3.5.1. Assume F is a CM field and finite abelian over E, a
totally real field. Let / be a character of H. Let m{0, 1 be an integer such
that /(c)=(&1)1&m, and for which H 2(GS(F ), Qp Zp(1&m))=0. Then
Lp(E, /|1&m, m)tp *2S(F, Zp(m))/ } R/m } ‘
v # S
w/m(Fv).
Here atp b means that ab is a p-adic unit.
We want to apply this theorem in our situation. We note that
H2(GS(F ), Qp Zp(m$))=0 for all m$2; cf. [14, 6.1]. We obtain
Corollary 3.5.2. With the notation of Theorem 3.5.1
2S(F, Zp)=0 
Lp(E, , 1& p)
R1& p } >v # S w

1& p(Fv)
tp 1.
Proof. Since | has exponent p&1, we have
X$|=0  X$|p=0.
Using Lemma 3.4.3 we obtain
2S(F, Zp)=0  
2
S(F, Zp(1& p))=0.
Then we apply Theorem 3.5.1 for m=1&p and /=. K
If (V) holds, by Lemma 3.4.1 2S(F, Zp)=0 implies 
2
S(F, Fp)=0.
Thus Corollary 3.5.2 gives a sufficient condition for having 2S(F, Fp)=0
in terms of special values of p-adic L-functions and regulators.
For the even character triv we use [20, Prop. 2.1]. Let w1(Ev)=
*H0(GEv , Qp Zp(1)).
Lemma 3.5.3. Assume that Leopoldt ’s conjecture holds for E, then
*2S(F, Zp)triv tp
w1(E(+p)) h(E)R
- d } >v # S w1(Ev)
‘
v # S
(1&(Nv)&1),
where d is the absolute value of the discriminant of E, h(E) is the class
number of E, and R is the p-adic regulator of Leopoldt of E.
Hence one obtains
Theorem 3.5.4. Assume there exists v | p such that +(F )=+(Fv) and
Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for E. A sufficient condition for having 2S(F, Fp)
prime-to-adjoint is that the p-adic integers
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Lp(E, , 1& p)
R1& p } ‘v # S w

1& p(Fv)
,
Lp(E, &1, 1& p)
R&11&p } ‘v # S w
 &1
1& p(Fv)
,
w1(E(+p)) h(E)R
- d } ‘v # S w1(Ev)
‘
v # S
(1&(Nv)&1)
are p-adic units.
According to Theorem 3.5.1 it suffices to replace m=1& p by any
negative m=&l( p&1) to obtain another criterion for having 2S(F, Fp)
prime-to-adjoint. This can be viewed as further evidence for the validity of
Greenberg’s conjecture.
4. FROM THE PRIME-TO-ADJOINT CONDITION TO
GLOBAL UNOBSTRUCTEDNESS
We now investigate further the relation between H2(GS(E), ad \ ) and
H2(PS(F ), Fp)V . Clearly the decomposition factors of ad \ as a GS(E)-
module are the modules F.p where . # V=[triv, , 
&1]. We recall the
PoitouTate exact sequence
0  2S(E, ad \ )  H
2(GS(E), ad \ )  
v # S
H2(GEv , ad \ )
 H0(GS(E), ad \ *(1))*  0.
In Section 4.1 we shall use a devissage argument to derive sufficient condi-
tions for 2S(E, ad \ )=0 and for H
2(GS(E), ad \ )=0. In Section 4.2, we
discuss deformation problems that are possibly ramified outside Sp _ S .
For this we introduce the concept of a minimal deformation problem
analogous to the definition in [33] and we give conditions for it to be
unobstructed. If S=Sp _ S _ Ram(\ ) then the local to global principle in
[1] often allows an explicit description of RGS(\ ) provided that 
2
S(E, ad \ )
=0. Based on this, in Section 4.3 we give examples related to elliptic
curves.
4.1. Devissage of H 2(GS(E), ad \ )
We shall now establish general conditions under which 2S(E, ad \ )=0,
provided that we know that 2S(E, F
.
p )=0 for . # V. To achieve this we
shall investigate conditions on short exact sequences of GS(E)-modules for
which the induced sequence of 2S-terms is middle exact, right exact, or
exact. The conditions will be conditions on global or local H0-terms of the
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Galois modules in the sequence, as those terms are the only objects that
can be reasonably calculated.
Before looking at the general case, we shall discuss the most basic example
that will explain the definitions and lemmas to come. For this let
0  M$  M  M"  0 (2)
be a short exact sequence of GS(E)-modules. From PoitouTate and the
long exact sequences of Galois cohomology we obtain the following
diagram.
0 w 1S(E, M") w H
1(GS(E), M") w 
v # S
H1(GEv , M") w H
1(GS(E), M"*(1))*
;" #" $"
0 w 2S(E, M$) w H
2(GS(E), M$) w
=

v # S
H 2(GEv , M$) w
=$ H0(GS(E), M$*(1))* w 0
; # $
0 w 2S(E, M) w H
2(GS(E), M) w
’

v # S
H2(GEv , M) w
’$ H0(GS(E), M*(1))* w 0
;$ #$ $$
0 w 2S(E, M") w H
2(GS(E), M") w 
v # S
H2(GEv , M") w H
0(GS(E), M"*(1))* w 0
0 0 0
One can now apply the snake lemma to the two central vertical columns
after modding out the images of ;" and #", respectively, to obtain the
following lemma on the induced sequence of 2S applied to (2).
Lemma 4.1.1. The sequence obtained by applying 2S to (2) is right exact
if and only if the following sequence is exact:
0  2S(E, M$)(
2
S(E, M$) & Im(;"))  ker(;$)  ker(#$)  ker($$)  0.
More precisely, one has
(i) 2S(E, M$)  
2
S(E, M) is injective if and only if 
2
S(E, M$) &
Im(;")=0, where the intersection is taken inside H2(GS(E), M$).
(ii) 2S(E, M$)  
2
S(E, M)  
2
S(E, M") is exact (in the middle) if
and only if
0  2S(E, M$)(
2
S(E, M$) & Im(;"))  ker(;$)  ker(#$)
is left exact.
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(iii) 2S(E, M)  
2
S(E, M") is surjective if and only if
ker(;$)  ker(#$)  ker($$)  0
is right exact.
Corresponding to the three cases above, we shall say that 2S applied to
(2) is injective on the left, middle exact, or surjective on the right, respec-
tively. Some further diagram chases and Tate local duality prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. For 2S applied to (2), the following hold.
(i) It is surjective on the right  =$(ker(#))$ker($)  Im(#*) &
Im(=$*)=Im(=$*$*).
(ii) It is exact in the middle if ker(#) maps injectively under =$ to ker($).
The latter is equivalent to Im(#*)+Im(=$*)=~v # S H0(GEv , M$*(1)).
(iii) If ;" is zero, then the statement in (ii) is an equivalence, and
furthermore 2S is injective on the left.
For conditions (i) and (iii) the relevant diagram to consider is

v # S
H0(GEv , M$*(1)) ww
=$* H 0(GS (E ), M$*(1))
#* $*

v # S
H 0(GEv , M*(1)) ww
’$* H 0(GS (E ), M*(1)).
Let W0 be a finite, indecomposable Fp[GS(E)]-module with a filtration
0=Wn / } } } /W1 /W0
such that all Wi&1 Wi=Vi are irreducible Fp[GS(E)]-modules for
1in. We say that the filtration is good for 2 on S$/S, if for all
i=1, ..., n&1, in the diagram

v # S$&S
H 0(GEv , W i*(1)) ww
=i$* H 0(GS(E), W i*(1))
#i* $i*
(3)

v # S$&S
H 0(GEv , W*i&1(1)) ww
=$*i&1 H0(GS(E), W*i&1(1))
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the inclusion Im(# i*)+Im(=i$*)/~v # S$&S H
0(GEv , Wi*(1)) is an equality,
and if furthermore Sp _ S /S$, and if all the Vi are unramified outside S$.
Remark 4.1.3. By a simple inductive argument, the condition
H2(GS(E), Vi)=0 for i=2, ..., n implies that the filtration of W0 is good for
2 on S. By PoitouTate, this condition is equivalent to 2S(E, Vi)=0
together with the condition that
H0(GS(E), Vi*(1))  
v # S&S
H0(GEv , Vi*(1))
is an isomorphism. As we are seeking primarily conditions under which
the vanishing of 2S(E, Vi) implies that of 
2
S(E, W0), this provides us
with a condition purely in terms of the Vi . However, as one can easily
convince oneself, it is much more restrictive than the above condition of
‘‘good filtration.’’
Example 4.1.4. An important example of such an Fp[GS(E)]-module
is W0=ad \ 0. Its filtration is defined by the exact sequences
0  V3=F
&1
p  W1  V2=Fp  0
0  W1  ad0 \^  V1=Fp  0,
where W1 $[( a0
b
&a), a, b # Fp ]. In this situation, one finds the following
two conditions, one from each of the short exact sequences, necessary for
the filtration to be good for 2 on the set S$/S. First, we need that there
can be at most one & # S$ for which p | *\ (GE& ) and  |GE&=|
&1
|GE&
, and for
this prime one must have that the order of | as a character of GE& and as
a character of GS(E) is the same. Second, we need that for all places & # S$,
+p(E&)=[1].
We specialize this to the representation \ of Section 3.3; i.e., E=Q,
F=Q(‘p), S$=S=[ p, ]. Thus , &1, | factor through Gal(Q(‘p)Q)
$Gal(Qp(‘p)Qp). Hence their orders are the same whether they are
considered as a character of GS(E) or as a character of GE& where &= p.
From this it is obvious that the conditions we found above are satisfied,
and therefore that the (unique) filtration (by irreducibles) of W0 is good for
2 on S$.
From the discussion before the definition of a ‘‘good filtration,’’ by a
simple induction argument we obtain the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1.5. With the above notation, if 2S(E, V i)=0 for all i, and
if the filtration of W0 by the Wi is good for 2 on S, then 2S(E, W0)=0
and thus H 2(GS(E), W0) is dual to the cokernel of
H0(GS(E), W0*(1))  
v # S$&S
H0(GEv , W0*(1)).
In Section 4.2, we shall need a slight variant of the above result, for
which we introduce some further notation. By PoitouTate, one has the
following description of 2S(E, M) for any finite GS(E)-module M,
0  2S(E, M)*  H
1(GS(E), M*(1))  
v # S
H1(GEv , M*(1)).
We now define a larger obstruction group 2S, S$(E, M) for a subset S$ of
S, which contains all places of Sp and S , by
0  2S, S$(E, M)*  H
1(GS(E), M*(1))
 
v # S$
H 1(GEv , M*(1)) 
v # S&S$
H1(Iv , M*(1))GEv.
As M is a GS(E)-module, S contains all places where the representation of
GE on M ramifies. One can easily verify the following simple properties. If
one has S$/S"/S in the notation above, then 2S, S$(E, M) is a quotient
of 2S, S"(E, M). Moreover, if 2S is a set of places disjoint from S, then
2S, S$(E, M)#2S _ 2S , S$(E, M)=
2
S _ 2S , S$ _ 2S
(E, M).
Lemma 4.1.6. We assume that we are given a filtration of GS(E)-modules
Wi as above. We suppose that for a fixed place v # S&(Sp _ S), the
canonical map Wi&1  Vi induces an isomorphism (Vi*(1))Iv [ (W*i&1(1))
Iv
of invariants under the inertia group Iv of GEv . Then one has an injection
H1(Iv , Vi*(1))GEv  H 1(Iv , W*i&1(1))
GEv
Proof. Our assumption implies that the canonical maps
H 0(GEv Iv , (V i*(1))
Iv )  H0(GEv Iv , (W*i&1(1))
Iv )
H0(GEv , Vi*(1))  H
0(GEv , W*i&1(1))
are isomorphisms. This explains the zeros on the top in the following
diagram:
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0 0
H 0(GEv Iv , (W i*)
Iv (1)) w H0(GEv , Wi*(1))
0 w H1(GEv Iv , (V i*)
Iv (1)) w H1(GEv ,Vi*(1)) w H
1(Iv ,V i*(1))GEv w 0
0 w H 1(GEv Iv , (W*i&1)
Iv (1)) w H 1(GEv , W*i&1(1)) w H
1(Iv ,W*i&1(1))
GEv w 0
0 w H1(GEv Iv , (W i*)
Iv (1)) w H1(GEv , Wi*(1)) w H
1(Iv , Wi*(1))GEv w 0
0 .
The rows are inflation-restriction exact sequences, and the columns are
parts of long exact sequences of cohomology. The map between the H0
terms is an isomorphism. Hence by the Snake Lemma, the asserted injec-
tivity follows. K
One can now prove the following lemma by the same devissage technique
as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.5.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let S$ be a fixed set of places such that Sp _ S /S$/S.
We assume that we are given a good filtration for 2 on S$ of the
GS(E)-module W0 (as above), that for all places v # S&(S$ _ S) and for all
i1 the canonical map Wi&1  Vi induces an isomorphism (Vi*(1))Iv 
(W*i&1(1))
Iv, that the Vi are unramified outside S$, and that 2S$(E, Vi)=0
for all i. Then 2S, S$(E, W0)=0.
We omit the proof.
We now return to the case W0=ad \ 0. Its filtration is defined in
Example 4.1.4. We have the following corollary of Lemma 4.1.5.
Corollary 4.1.8. If 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint and the filtration of
ad0 \ is good for 2 on S, then the deformation problem is globally
unobstructed ; that is, 2S(E, ad \ )=0.
Proof. Recall that for Fp[GS(E)]-modules, we have ad \ =Fp ad0 \ .
The order of H is prime to p and 2S(F, Fp)triv=0, thus
2S(E, Fp)=
2
S(F, Fp)
H=0.
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We have 2S(E, F
.
p )=
2
S(F, F
.
p )
H=0, for all . # V. By Lemma 4.3,
2S(E, ad
0 \ )=0 and
2S(E, ad \ )=
2
S(E, ad
0 \ )2S(E, Fp)=0. K
4.2. Minimal Deformations
We now consider a representation
\ : Gal(E E)  GL2(Fp) where \ =\/10
V
/2+ and =/2 /&11 is odd.
We assume that  is unramified outside p, and we let S=Sp _ S
_ Ram(\ ). By twisting \ by a suitable character, one can achieve that
Ram()=Ram(/1) _ Ram(/2). Thus we shall henceforth assume this to
hold. In particular, this means that the (1, 2) entry V of \ is ramified at all
places in S&(Sp _ S), but neither /1 nor /2 are ramified at any of these
places. This also implies that Ram(\ )=Ram(ad \ ). We shall again impose
ClSp (F(+p))|V=0, for V=[triv, , 
&1].
Under this hypothesis we are able to apply the local-to-global principle
from [1], in particular, the results from Section 7, to calculate more
general universal deformation rings RGS(\ ). Lemma 4.1.7 will be needed for
the devissage of ad \ 0. Even if the deformation problem is obstructed, we
can compute the universal deformation ring RGS(\ ). Our hypotheses on \
imply that the relations of RGS(\ ) come from tame relations of local Galois
groups that can be given explicitly (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
We need to introduce some more notation. First we define a minimal
universal deformation ring, following the example of Wiles in [33], with
no restriction at the places above p, however. The corresponding universal
deformation ring will turn out to be smooth. Hence the minimal deforma-
tion problem will be a good substitute for the above deformation problems
(Section 3.3).
To motivate the definition of a minimal deformation functor, we briefly
describe \ |Iv for ramified places v # S&(Sp _ S), where Iv is the inertia
subgroup of GEv . The group \ (Iv) is a subquotient of the tame inertia
quotient of GEv . It follows that \ (Iv) is an Abelian subgroup of GL2(Fp)
independent of \ and v. So either \ (Iv) consists entirely of matrices of the
form ( 10
V
1) and of homotheties, or it is inside a conjugate of H. The latter
situation is impossible under our assumption that /1 , /2 are unramified
outside p. We want our minimal deformations to have as few ramifications
as possible at places not above p or .
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A minimal deformation of \ is a deformation of \ satisfying the additional
condition:
If v  Sp _ S and if \ (Iv)=U, then \ |Ivt\10
V
1+ . (4)
So for places v # Ram(\ )&(Sp _ S), i.e., places where p divides \ (Iv),
we do allow ramification, but only of a very special type. For example, if
the universal deformation ring is of characteristic zero, at such a place v
there is infinite ramification. Let Z p denote the ring of integers of Q p . Our
condition (4) might seem surprising at first, as there are elements in
GL2(Z p) of order p whose reduction modulo p is ( 10
1
1). The problem with
such elements, though is that they are not defined over Zp , but only over
a ramified extension of it. As we do not want to enlarge the universal defor-
mation ring superficially, we choose to use, as is also done in [33], the
word minimal for a type of deformation that imposes no additional condi-
tion on the universal deformation ring. ‘‘Minimal’’ can also be interpreted
in the sense that the set of tangential deformations is as small as possible
without restricting the deformations at places above p. We define the
functor of minimal deformations of \ ,
F: C  Set, R [ [minimal deformations of \ to R].
One can verify that if (M2(Fp))Im \ =Fp , then F is representable. We
denote by (RminGS (\ ), \
min
U ) the universal pair of F.
Local deformations are deformations of the residual representation \ |GEv .
For all but a few ramified places the local deformation functors have only
a versal hull. As it turns out, the equations defining this hull determine
under suitable assumptions the ideal of relations of the universal deforma-
tion ring; see [1]. Our goal is to make use of this.
Let
Lnrv =H
1(GEv Iv , ad \
Iv ) and Lv=H1(GEv , ad \ ).
For a ring R # C one defines its mod p tangent space as tR=mR(m2R , p).
Then (Lnrv )* is canonically isomorphic to the mod p tangent space of local
unramified deformations of \ |GEv . Moreover, (Lv)* is canonically isomor-
phic to the mod p tangent space of local unrestricted deformations of \ |GEv .
Let
Lminv ={LvLnrv
if v # Sp _ S
otherwise
LSv ={LvLnrv
if v # S
otherwise
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Then tR minGS (\ ) is isomorphic to the kernel of
H1(GS(E), ad \ )  
v # S
H1(GEv , ad \ )L
min
v
and tRGS (\ ) is isomorphic to the kernel of
H1(GS(E), ad \ )  
v # S
H1(GEv , ad \ )Lv ,
see [2]. Using the perfect pairing
H1(GEv , ad \ )_H
1(GEv , ad \ *(1))  H
2(GEv , Fp(1))
induced by the cup product, one defines L=v (resp., L
nr
v
=) as the
annihilator under this pairing of Lv (resp., of L
nr
v ). One can check that for
v not above p
Lnrv
==H 1(GEv Iv , (ad \ *(1))
Iv ).
If ad \ is unramified at v, this can be found in [27, II.5.5]. For
v # S&(Sp _ S), this can be shown by an analogous argument. Thus one
defines
Lminv
=={L
=
v
Lnr=v
if v # Sp _ S
otherwise
LSv
=={L
=
v
Lnr=v
if v # S
otherwise.
Lemma 4.2.1. If ClSp (F(+p))|V=0 and if the filtration of ad \
0 is good
for 2 on Sp _ S , then the kernel of
H1(GS(E), ad \ *(1))  
v # S
H1(GEv , ad \ *(1))L
min
v
=
is zero.
Proof. By definition, the above kernel is 2S, Sp (E, ad \ *(1)). To analyze it,
one decomposes ad \ =F trivp ad \
0. The triviality of 2S, Sp(E, Fp*(1)) is
immediate from the remarks above Lemma 4.1.6. The triviality of 2S, Sp (E,
ad \ 0*(1)) is a consequence of Lemma 4.1.7, applied to S$=Sp _ S and
W=ad \ 0.
From PoitouTate, as described in [33], one now computes the dimen-
sions of the mod p tangent spaces of RGS (\ ) and R
min
GS
(\ ):
dimFp tRminGS (\ )=3 dimFp tRGS (\ )=3+r where r= :
v # S&Sp
h2(GEv , ad \ ).
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From the first form of the local to global principle in [1, Theorem 5.2]
and the remark thereafter, it follows that RGS(\ ) has a presentation as a
quotient of Zp[[X1 , X2 , X3 , T1 , ..., Tr]] by r local equations. These equa-
tions come from the local deformation problems for the ramified primes
different from p. Their explicit shape will be described below.
Let v # S&(Sp _ S). Since Ram(\ )=Ram(ad \ ), we find h1(GEv , ad \
0)
=1. The variables of the versal hull of the local deformation problem at v
that correspond to ramification of the local versal deformation are called
local ramified variables. By [3], the relations of the local versal deforma-
tion ring at v are equations involving only local ramified variables.
As r is the difference of the dimensions of tRGS(\ ) and t
min
RGS (\ )
, we can
assume that the variables Ti are images of the local ramified variables
under the local to global map; cf. [1]. So if we denote by fi=0 the equa-
tion satisfied by the local variable mapping to Ti , then we have globally the
equation fi (Ti)=0.
Furthermore, the minimal deformation problem corresponds to choosing
for each Ti a certain solution in pZp of fi (Ti )=0. From this discussion we
find
Theorem 4.2.2. Let
\ =\/10
V
/2+
be an odd representation where /&11 /2 is unramified outside Sp . If
ClSp (F(+p))|V=0 and if the filtration of ad \
0 is good for 2 on Sp _ S ,
then
RminS (\ )=Zp[[T1 , T2 , T3 ]].
If further Ram(\ )=Ram(ad \ ) then
RGS (\ )=Zp[[X1 , X2 , X3 , T1 , ..., Tr]]( f1(T1), ..., fr(Tr)),
where S=Sp _ S _ Ram(\ ), r=v # S&Sp h
2(GEv , ad \ ), and the relations
fi are as described below.
It remains to explain what the equations fi=0 are. Let v # S be a place
above l{ p. The number of local relations for v is h2(GEv , ad \ ), which is
zero, one, or two in our situation. This is the same as the number of local
ramified variables for this place. There are two kinds of equations, those
corresponding to a local deformation problem of fixed determinant, see
[1], and those corresponding to a deformation of the determinant. The
latter are obtained using class field theory and were implicitly described in
[16]. We now recall in detail these equations.
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If Ev contains p th roots of unity, then there is one ramified variable T
describing the deformations of the determinant. The corresponding equa-
tion is (1+T ) p n&1=0, where pn is the order of the p-Sylow subgroup
of the roots of unity of Ev , i.e., |+(Ev)|, or equivalently, the order of the
p-Sylow subgroup of the multiplicative group of the residue field of Ev .
We now describe the relation of the local versal hull for deformations
with fixed determinant. Since Ram \ =Ram(ad \ ), \ (Iv)$U. Let pn=
|+(Fv)|. Then the local equation at v is Tgp n (T)=0, where gpn is the poly-
nomial
gp n (T)= :
( pn&1)2
k=0
bp n, kTk with bpn, k=
pn
(2k+1)!
‘
k&1
j=0
( p2n&(2 j+1)2).
Thus gp n is a Weierstrass polynomial of degree ( pn&1)2 [1, Lemma 3.10].
Remark 4.2.3. By the method used in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2, one
can treat intermediate functors between Def and F, imposing various con-
ditions on the local deformations at v # S&(Sp _ S).
One can also increase S by unramified primes v such that the image
under \ of a corresponding Frobenius element has distinct eigenvalues.
4.3. Examples Associated to an Elliptic Curve
We now give a few examples of explicit universal deformation rings
RGS(\ ) for Borel-type representations \ associated to the action of GQ on
p-torsion points of elliptic curves.
Let E denote an elliptic curve over E=Q. We consider the action of GQ
on p-torsion points, i.e., \ : GQ  GL2(Fp). In all our examples we have
F=Q(‘p) and \ =( 10
V
|); i.e., E has a p-torsion point. We recall, from
Example 4.1.4, that in this case the filtration of ad0\ is good for 
2 on
Sp _ S=[ p, ]. By l we denote a prime different from p for which
p | *\ (I l). The set S shall be the set of places where \ ramifies. In all exam-
ples one can verify that Ram(\ )=Ram(ad \ ). For l{ p one finds
H 2(GQl , ad \
0)*$H 0(GQl , ad \
0*(1))$H 0(GQl , F
| 1&1
p )$Fp
H2(GQl , Fp)*$H
0(GQl , F
|
p ).
Thus the dimension of the first group is always one, and that of the latter
is one precisely when l#1 (mod p), and zero otherwise. Correspondingly,
the number of ramified variables at l is two or one.
We use examples from [26] and take the numbering from there.
v First one assumes E is given by y2+ y=x3&x2 ; this is from
[26, 5.5.1]. For p=5 the curve E has a five-torsion point. The discriminant
is 2=&11 and the 11-adic valuation of the j-invariant of E is negative.
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Thus there is multiplicative reduction at l=11. As 5 |3 v11(2), 5 divides
*\ (I11). Clearly 11#1 (mod 5), so r=2. The order of the 5-Sylow sub-
group of F*11 is 5. One computes g5(T)=5+20T+16T
2. We let S=
[5, 11, ].
From the above, one obtains
RGS(\ )$Z5 [[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , T5]](T4g5(T4), (1+T5)
5&1).
v In the next example E is given by y2+xy+ y=x3&x [26, 5.5.3].
Here 2=&227 and we take p=3. Then \ has the same shape as above,
only with 3 replacing 5. For l we can take 2 as well as 7. As j is odd, both
places satisfy H2(GQv , ad \
0){0. One computes the 3-Sylow groups of
Fl*(‘3) for l=2, 7. Their orders are three in both cases. Here g3(T )=
3+4T. With S=[2, 3, 7, ] one has
RGS (\ )
$Z3[[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , T5 , T6]](T4 g3(T4), T5 g3(T5), (1+T6)3&1)
v Similarly, one can treat the curve [26, 5.7.4] for p=3. (For p=5
that curve is not interesting for our purposes as 5 is then the only prime
where \ 5 ramifies).
v Finally let E be given by y2+xy+ y=x3&x2&3x+3 [26, 5.5.4].
Here p=7 and S=[7, 13, ] (as 7 | v2(2), there is no ramification at 2).
One calculates g7(T )=7+56T+112T 2+64T 3 and obtains
RGS(\ )$Z7[[T1 , T2 , T3 , T4]](T4 g7(T4)).
5. FROM GLOBAL UNOBSTRUCTEDNESS TO
THE PRIME-TO-ADJOINT CONDITION
In Section 4.1 we have shown that if 2S(F, Fp) is prime-to-adjoint and
if some local conditions hold then the deformation problem is globally
unobstructed, i.e., 2S(E, ad \ )=0. In Section 5.1 we establish sufficient
conditions under which the globally unobstructed deformation problem
implies the prime-to-adjoint condition. Then we interpret these conditions
(Section 5.2).
5.1. Partial Reciprocal
We use the same notation as in Section 4.1. By L (resp., Li) we denote
the fixed field of the kernel of the representation W0 (resp., Vi ). Let GS(L)
=Gal(ESL) and GS(Li)=Gal(ESLi). We recall that W0 was unramified
outside S.
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Lemma 5.1. If all maps res: H2(GS(Li), Fp)  H2(GS(L), Fp) are injec-
tive and if the groups Gal(LiE) have orders prime to p, then the following
sequences are exact:
0  H2(GS(E), Wi)  H2(GS(E), Wi&1)  H2(GS(E), Vi)  0,
i=1, ..., n&1.
Proof. We compare the long exact sequence of cohomology coming
from the split exact sequence
0  Wi  Wi&1  V i  0 (5)
for GS(E)=Gal(ES E) and GS(L)=Gal(ESL) under restriction, and
obtain
0 ww H2(GS(L),Wi) ww H2(GS(L), Wi&1) ww H2(GS(L), Vi) ww 0
H 2(GS(E), W i ) ww H2(GS(E), Wi&1) ww H 2(GS(E), Vi) ww 0.
The exactness of the top row can be seen as follows. As L is the fixed field
of ker W0 the involved L action on the modules is trivial, so the top
sequence is the same as tensoring the sequence (5) with the group
H2(GS(L), Fp). We claim that by decreasing induction on i starting with
i=n&1 the bottom sequence is exact and that all vertical arrows are
injections.
For i=n&1 the two outer vertical arrows are injections. This follows
from
H2(GS(E), Vi)$H2(GS(Li), Vi)Gal(L
i E)/H 2(GS(Li), Vi)  H 2(GS(L), Vi )
which holds for all i, where the first isomorphism comes from the
HochschildSerre spectral sequence, and the last injection from our injec-
tivity hypotheses, as by definition of Li (and hence also of L) one simply
has H2(GS(Li), Vi)$H2(GS(Li), Fp)Vi . It follows that the bottom
sequence must be exact and that the middle arrow must be an injection.
Now we proceed by downward induction using the same argument for
all i. K
We can now combine the results of Lemma 4.1.2 with the lemma above
to obtain the following proposition by a simple induction argument.
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Proposition 5.1.2. We keep the assumptions of Lemma 5.1.1. Further-
more, we assume that for i=1, ..., n&1 in the diagram (3) we have Im(#i*) &
Im(=i$*)=Im(=i$*$ i*). Then, if 
2
S(E, W0)=0, it follows that 
2
S(E, Vi)=0
for i=1, ..., n.
Remark 5.1.3. One can also combine the conditions of parts (i) and (ii)
of Lemma 4.1.2 to obtain the following result. If one assumes the condi-
tions of Lemma 5.1.1 and if one assumes for i=1, ..., n&1 in the diagram
(3) that =i$* induces an isomorphism between the cokernels of # i* and $ i*,
then the vanishing of 2S(E, W0)=0 is equivalent to that of 
2
S(E, Vi) for
all i=1, ..., n.
In the special case of ad0\ , the condition that the diagram (3) satisfies the
above property is equivalent to the conditions stated in Example 4.1.4 and
the further condition in the case |= (as characters of GS(E)) that there
is a place & in S above p for which p | *\ (GE& ). (For |{ no further
condition is necessary.)
Corollary 5.1.4. Assume that H2(GS(F ), Fp)  H2(GS(L), Fp) is injec-
tive and that the filtration of ad0\ satisfies the conditions of Example 4.1.4 and
the condition of the previous remark. Then 2S(E, ad
0\ )=0 if and only if
2S(F, Fp) is prime to adjoint.
The conditions on the filtration of ad0\ are satisfied, in particular, if
H0(GE& , F
.
p
*(1))=0 for all & # S&S and for . # [, triv].
5.2. Interpretation of the Injectivity Condition
We now give an interpretation of the injectivity condition on
res: H2(GS(Li), Fp)  H 2(GS(L), Fp)
used in Lemma 5.1.1, in the case where Gal(LLi) is a p-group. This is the
interesting case, as for extensions of order prime to p the injectivity always
holds. Let PS(L i)=Gal(LS( p)Li ). As Gal(LLi ) is a p-group, and as
the kernel of GS(Li )  PS(Li ) admits no finite p-group quotients, when
computing cohomology groups, we can replace GS(Li ) by PS(Li ), and
similarly GS(L) by the open subgroup PS(L)=Gal(LS( p)L) of PS(Li).
We give two interpretations of the injectivity condition on res:
H2(PS(Li), Fp)  H2(PS(L), Fp). The first one is in terms of the presenta-
tion of PS(Li) and PS(L) by generators and relations. The second one is
in terms of the multiplicativity of *-invariants of some classical Iwasawa
modules.
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We consider the following presentations.
{
1 ww R F PS (Li ) ww 0
0 ww R ww F$={&1(PS (L)) ww PS(L) ww 0
#
0 ww R$ F" PS (L) ww 0
The top row is a presentation of PS(Li ) where F is a free pro-p group of
minimal rank. The middle row is the presentation of PS(L) induced from
that of PS(Li ), by restricting the former to the free open subgroup F$=
{&1(PS(L)) of F. However, the middle row is not necessarily a minimal
presentation. To obtain such a presentation, we choose a subset of a set of
generators of F$ whose image generates PS(Li ) and whose cardinality is
the rank of PS(L). We call F" the subgroup generated by them inside F$.
Again it is a free pro-p group. For R$ we take R & F". We obtain maps
R$[R$, F"] R$ p  R[R, F$] R p  R[R, F] R p,
where the second term is clearly surjective and the composite of the two
maps is the dual of the map res: H2(PS(Li), Fp)  H 2(PS(L), Fp). The
following result is essentially due to Tsvetkov [30].
Lemma 5.2.1. Assume Gal(LL i) is a p-group ( p>2). Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) res: H2(PS(Li ), Fp)  H2(PS(L), Fp) is injective.
(ii) The map R$[R$, F"] R$ p  R[R, F$] R p is surjective.
(iii) R is contained in the Frattini subgroup 8(F$) :=F$ p[F$, F$].
(iv) h1(PS(L), Fp)&1=*Gal(LLi )(h1(PS(Li ), Fp)&1).
(v) h2(PS(L), Fp)=[L : Li ] h2(PS(Li ), Fp).
Proof. The equivalence of the first two conditions was remarked above.
The equivalence of conditions (iii) and (iv) is as follows: If (iii) holds, then
the minimal number of generators of PS(L) is that of F$. So we need to
show that
h1(F, Fp)&1=[F : F$](h1(F$, Fp)&1).
This follows from the multiplicativity of the EulerPoincare characteristic
and the fact that /=/(1) for free pro-p groups. Conversely, if (iv) holds,
then none of the generators of F$ can be superfluous in the presentation
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of PS(L). Thus R must lie inside 8(F). For the equivalence of (iv) and (v)
we note that cdp GS(Li ), cdp GS(L)2. Thus the partial EulerPoincare
characteristic /(2) is multiplicative, and hence /(1) is multiplicative if and
only if h2 is so, which proves the equivalence of (iv) and (v).
To see that (i) implies (iii), one reasons as follows. A 2-cocycle in
H2(PS(Li ), Fp) can be thought of as a linear functional on R[R, F] R p.
If { : R  F$8(F$) is non-trivial, then we choose a non-zero linear func-
tional f whose kernel contains the kernel of { . The image of R$ is contained
in 8(F$), and thus f vanishes on the image of R$[R$, F"] R$ p in
R[R, F$] R p. This means that f gets mapped to zero in H 2(PS(L), Fp),
contradicting the injectivity of res. Thus { is the trivial map. This means
precisely that R/8(F$). The converse is rather obvious, as (iii) implies
that F$=F" which directly implies (ii). K
Remark 5.2.2. If PS(Li ) is a Demus kin group, and PS(L) any proper
open subgroup of it, one can show by an explicit calculation that the map
on cohomology groups is trivial. So the condition of injectivity is closely
related to the depth at which the relations that are used to describe PS(Li )
occur, and possibly (not so in the Demus kin case) to the depth of the rela-
tions of the subgroup corresponding to L.
For examples in which PS(Li ) is a Demus kin group, we refer the reader
to [3], where, however, the groups PS(Li ) are local Galois groups. The
calculations there clearly demonstrate that in the Demus kin situation the
implication of Lemma 5.1.1 does not hold. In [3], the sequences on the H2
level, arising through devissage, are not necessarily short exact sequences.
We now turn to a second type of interpretation of the equivalent condi-
tions of Lemma 5.2.1, namely in terms of a multiplicativity condition (in an
obvious sense) for the *-invariant of some classical Iwasawa modules.
Using this interpretation, it will be easy to construct explicit examples of
fields Li, L for which res is injective. We need some more notation.
Let M be any number field. Let X(M) be the Galois group over M of
the maximal abelian unramified-outside-p pro-p extension of M . We
denote 4=Zp[[Gal(M M)]]. Let *(M) and +(M) be the *-invariant
of tor4X(M). For a finite extension N of M, let Cap(N M)=ker(K2(M)
 K2(N)) where K2 is the Milnor functor. Thanks to [21, Thm. 2.1], we
have
Lemma 5.2.3. Assume that +2p /M, M has a trivial +-invariant, and
NM is a p-extension unramified outside p such that Cap(N M)=0. Then
*(N)=*(M)[N : M]
Let L i= L
i
n (resp., L= Ln) be the cyclotomic Zp -extension of
Li (L, resp.). Let rn=h2(Gal(ES L in), Fp). It is known that the sequence rn
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increases, and that it is stationary if and only if the +-invariant of Li is zero.
In this case r :=lim rn*(L i), with equality if and only if F4 X(Li )=
X(Li )tor4 X(Li ) is a free 4-module, that is, if Cap(Li )=0; see [22,
Remark 2.6]. Then for n>>0, if Cap(Li)=Cap(L)=0,
h2(Gal(ES L in), Fp)=*(L
i) and h2(Gal(ESLn), Fp)=*(L).
For sufficiently large n, [L : L i]=[Ln : L
i
n]. If +2p /L
i, it is known that
the triviality of Cap(L Li ) implies that of Cap(Li ); e.g., see [21, proof
of Lemma 2.2]. Thus if we apply Lemma 5.2.3 to L in and Ln , we obtain the
following
Corollary 5.2.4. If Cap(L Li)=Cap(L)=0, then for n large
enough it follows that
h2(Gal(ES Lin), Fp)=[Ln : L
i
n] h
2(Gal(ES Ln), Fp),
which means that Condition (v) of Lemma 5.2.1 holds. Hence, at least
asymptotically, the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1.2 are satisfied.
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